The recent direct experimental measurement of quantum entanglement paves the way towards a better understanding of many-body quantum systems and their correlations. Nevertheless, the overall majority of both the experimental and theoretical advances had so far been limited to bosonic systems. Here, we study fermionic systems. Using experimental setups where multiple copies of the same state are prepared, arbitrary order Rényi entanglement entropies and entanglement negativities can be extracted by utilizing spatially-uniform beam splitters and on-site occupation measurement which are attainable using current experimental settings. We illustrate how our paradigm could be used for experimental quantum simulations of fermions on manifolds with nontrivial spin structures.
Introduction and main results -Quantum entanglement is a profound property of many-body quantum systems [1] . It has been used not just to better understand the foundations of quantum mechanics [2] but also as a key physical resource in a plethora of quantum information applications [3, 4] , such as quantum cryptography [5] , computation [6, 7] , and communication [5, 8, 9] . Entanglement has recently surfaced in many areas of quantum physics, both in condensed matter [10] and in high-energy field theory [11] [12] [13] . Entanglement is crucial for the investigation of strongly correlated many-body systems [10] and a cornerstone in building effective numerical techniques for such systems [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . It is therefore important to develop experimental protocols for the detection and characterization of entanglement.
Remarkably, entanglement was recently experimentally measured in both photonic chips [19] infrastructures and bosonic cold atoms [20, 21] . Moreover, there have also been many theoretical proposals [22] [23] [24] to measure entanglement in a multitude of physical systems, such as quantum dots [25] , optical lattices [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , and Gaussian states [33] .
Nearly all of experimental and theoretical advancements in entanglement measurement protocols apply either only to bosonic systems, or require the application of interaction between fermions [30] [31] [32] . Measurement protocols for fermionic systems had so far remained elusive due to the inherent difference of their statistics. Nevertheless, an experimental protocol of the 2 nd Renyi entropy entanglement measure for fermionic systems, was suggested by Pichler et al.; see Ref. [28] . Their result, however, was derived in methods that do not directly allow generalizations to other more complicated entanglement measures.
In this paper we present measurement protocols for fermionic systems that are directly applicable using current experimental settings [20, 21, 29, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Results are presented that generalize the known bosonic results for various entanglement measures.
Entanglement is naturally quantified by the entanglement entropy [1] , which measures the information in a subsystem with no knowledge of the remaining system. The entanglement entropy has been shown to be useful in probing numerous properties of many-body quantum systems [10, 11, 40] , such as quantum critical behaviour [41] and non-equilibrium dynamics [27, 42] . Particularly, many novel states of matter that cannot be defined by their symmetries, such as topological phases [43] [44] [45] and spin liquids [46, 47] , are discernible by the scaling properties of their entanglement entropy [48] .
For a system in a pure state |ψ , its density matrix is given byρ = |ψ ψ|. If one bi-partitions the system into A ∪ B, the quantum information available to an observer in region A is encoded by the reduced density matrix,ρ A = Tr Bρ . One may thus use the subsystem von-Neumann entropy S(A) = −Trρ A logρ A to quantify the entanglement between the subsystems. If A and B are unentangled |ψ AB = |ψ A |ψ B , then S(A) = 0 and Tr{ρ n A } = 1 for any integer n ≥ 1. One may therefore use other entanglement measures such as the Rényi entropies [1, 49] ,
which give various entanglement bounds [50] [51] [52] and are directly related to the von-Neumann entropy S(A) = lim n→1 S n (A). Moreover, even if the system A ∪ B is in a mixed state, one may use these entropies to evaluate the mutual information [10, 13, 48] I n (A :
Notably, following theoretical proposals in Refs. [26, 27] , a measurement of the 2 nd Renyi entropy had been successfully realized by Islam et. al. in Ref. [20] . This experimental advancement was accomplished using many-copy protocols where one creates n identical copies [22, 53] of a system with a density matrix ρ ⊗n =ρ ⊗ρ ⊗ · · · ⊗ρ. The key theoretical idea put forwards by Daley et. al. in Ref. [27] , is that, for any bosonic system, the Rényi entropies may be directly extracted from occupancy measurements of the particle number N A k in copy k = 1 . . . n of region A. The basic steps of the protocol are as follows: (i) Prepare n copies of a quantum system; Fig 1(a) . (ii) Apply a unitary evolution manifesting a Fourier transform (FT) in the n-copy spase; Fig 1(b) . (iii) Measure the occu-pancies N A k in every copy and evaluate some function f ({N }) ; Fig 1(c) . (iv) Repeat these steps and calculate the average f ({N }) . The protocol is encapsulated by the following operator relation,
where, ρ ⊗n is a Fourier transformed density matrix; see Eqs. (10), (17) for a technical definition. Such experimental protocol had been carried out for n = 2 by Ref. [20] using f ({N }) = n k=1 e 2πik n N A k ; see Ref. [27] . The main result of this paper is the novel adaptation of this protocol to fermionic systems, where we find
All protocols in this paper are to be interpreted using the same (i-iv) steps, the various entanglement measures differ only by the choice of f ({N }) and their results are also brought in a similar form to that of Eq. (2); see Eqs. (17), (24), (28) .
The entropy ceases being a good measure of entanglement between two subsystems when the system is either open, mixed, or multi-partitioned. Therefore, in these generic cases, other entanglement measures must be deployed [1, 54] . Entanglement negativity [55] which is a bound on distillable entanglement [56] , is both computationally tractable and experimentally viable [30, [56] [57] [58] . It has emerged as a principal entanglement measure [1, 4, 10, 40, 54, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] and has been explored in various contexts ranging from numerical techniques [62, [65] [66] [67] to field-theory calculations [61, [68] [69] [70] [71] .
In such generic cases, it is desirable to quantify the entanglement between two subsystems A = A 1 ∪ A 2 coupled to an environment B. Using the Peres-Horodecki entanglement criterion [55] , one sees that entanglement is entailed by positive negativity E(A 1 : A 2 ) = log |ρ T2 A |. Here, the relation between a density matrixρ A and its partial transposeρ
T2
A is given bŷ
In an analogous fashion to the entropic case, one may similarly study the Rényi negativities
such that E(A 1 :
Recently, a practical proposal, for accurately estimating the negativity in a completely general and realistic bosonic setting, using an efficient number of measurements, was suggested by Gray et. al.; see Ref. [30] . This utilizes the same type of many-copy protocols, and in its simplest manner [72] amounts only to occupancy measurements on a Fourier transformed (FTed) density matrix
Knowledge of the Rényi entropies and negativities yield useful information about the entanglement spectrum [1, 29, [73] [74] [75] [76] ofρ A and the negativity spectrum [30, 59, 62, 70] 
ofρ T2
A . These spectra fully characterize all entanglement attributes, and even partial knowledge of the Rényi entropies and negativities may be utilized to extract valuable entanglement spectra properties.
In this paper we present measurement protocols that generalize the bosonic protocols for all Rényi entanglement entropies S n (A) ∼ Trρ n A as well as for all Rényi entanglement negativities E n (A 1 :
n } in a manner suiting fermionic systems. To simplify the discussion below we concentrate on states where the total particle number in the entire system A ∪ B is conserved, this is fulfilled by most physical systems under consideration. However, a closer look shows that only the conservation of total fermion parity is needed, making our results applicable to, e.g., mean-field superconductors [77] .
Entanglement entropies -We begin our discussion of the entropies by introducing the key object in this paper, which is the shift operatorV A . It acts on the states |ψ
A n in the n−copy Hilbert space of region A, by shifting the states among the copies, such that [53] ,
One should thus come up with a protocol that measuresV A on the n-copy systemρ ⊗n to obtain Trρ n A and thus the Rényi entropies, Eq. (1). Note that all the following derivations hold more generally for the trace of a product of different density matrices, Tr{ρ 1A · · ·ρ nA } = Tr{V A (ρ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ρ n )}, and that we restrict our attention to identicalρ k for simplicity. Consider a general fermionic state in the occupation
where the product is to be taken in some fixed order. Let us investigate what happens to the state under the action of a unitary evolution that manifests a FT in the k = 1 . . . n copy-spaceFâ † k
where ω = e 2πi n is a primitive root of unity. This transformation may be performed by applying non-interacting Hamiltonians to the system, and its implementation may be carried out in numerous ways [27, 29, 37, 78, 79] such as a series of beam-splitters. This evolution acts on the general state aŝ
(11) This can be related to the shift operatorV A by looking at the phase opertorÛ A , used in the bosonic variant of Eq. (2) 
When acting on the FTed state it yieldŝ
In exchanging the order of creation operators, we have used the fermionic commutation relations and accumulated a phase in order to get the form of Eqs. (7), (11) . Since this equation holds for all states |M , one haŝ
Using this operator relation we may now successfully turn our attention to the entropy where particle conservation becomes useful. The conservation implies the commutation of the reduced density matrices with the particle number [ρ A ,N A ] = 0. In the ncopy space, one thus findsN A k as good quantum numbers; see Ref. [75] for a more detailed analysis. Therefore, when substituting Eq. (14) within the trace, one may impose [80] 
Moreover, since the total particle number in region A is a FT invariant,N
Using the particle number conservation constraints, this may be recast into the following form for the Rényi entropies Eq. (1) 
where ρ ⊗n =Fρ ⊗nF † is the FTed density matrix. This operator identity implies that measurements ofÛ fer A on the FTed system, according to the protocol of Eq. (2), yield the expectation value ofV A and hence the Rényi entropy. Note that (i) by setting n = 2, this result reduces to the known results of Pichler et al. [28] ; and (ii) for odd n, the fermionic minus signs cancel out, and one recovers the known results [27, 75] for the bosonic case.
We turn our readers attention to a relation to field theory. One may unify the even/odd expressions by absorbing the fermionic minus sign in a relabelling of the FT index k such that 
This had been noticed by the conformal field theory community [81] and used to solve for the entanglement entropies in critical fermionic systems [82] [83] [84] [85] ; we herein showed this to hold in fact for any (non-critical) charge conserving system. Entanglement negativities -Using the valuable properties of the shift operator we may now address the evaluation of the entanglement negativities, Eq. (5), of subregions A = A 1 ∪ A 2 for fermionic systems.
In the bosonic case, the simplest way to begin the evaluation of the negativities is the properties of the partial transposition, Eq. (4),
Similar to the entropy analysis, when exploring the particle number conservation constraints applying to the negativity, we find that within the trace one may impose [80] 
tot ) ∈ Z; see Ref. [72] for a deeper analysis. Unfortunately, one cannot directly progress from here, as the fermionic minus signs of Eq. (14) are not resolved by these constraints. To proceed we must utilize a different paradigm.
A useful approach towards entanglement negativities both in the analytics and numerics perspectives is the local operator formalism. Specifically, any operator, and hence any reduced density matrix, may be expanded [41] by a basis of local Majorana operators,
, in the form of
where [µ 1,2 (k) ] j ∈ {0, 1} for all Majorana operators in region A 1,2 (of copy k). When performing such an expansion, there is a natural choice of transposition [66] such that
where
This decomposition is highly beneficial and was originally noted [66, 67, 70, 72, 86, 87] for the use with Gaussian density matricesρ, wherefore it was proven [66] that ρ ± A are Gaussian as well. To demonstrate the usefulness of this relation in such contexts, let us look at the 3
The decomposition hereby allows one to evaluate the negativity by tracing Gaussian matrices which is a tractable task both numerically and analytically. We herein show that the decomposition is useful beyond the Gaussian case, were it was first noticed, and is valuable for any fermionic system. Key properties of the partial transposition Eq. (21) are that (N A2 ) T2 = |A 2 | −N A2 , where |A 2 | is the number of sites in region A 2 , and that therefore [72] 
Measurements
A ] = 0 by construction. We hence recover charge conservation which was the only prerequisite for our entropy results. We may thus get Tr{(ρ 
This result incorporates the particle number conservation constraints and directly generalizes both the known [30] bosonic negativity measurements Eq. (6) and our fermionic entropy results, Eqs. (3), (16), (17) . When applying the general protocol of Eq. (2), it implies that measurements ofÛ fer A on the FTed system yields the pure monomial part of the Rényi entanglement negativity; e.g.
3 } of Eq. (22) . Note, that these pure monomials are in fact equivalent to the recently proposed [88] , partial time-reversal negativity entanglement measure.
All that is left in order to complete the protocol for the measurement of the full entanglement negativity is the treatment of mixed monomials Tr{ρ {σ} , which satisfieŝ
cf. Eqs. (10), (12) . This modified FT may be readily achieved using similar unitary evolution protocols applied for the standard FT [37, 78, 79] . By combining the operator identities, Eqs. (24), (26), we obtain our second main result,
The above analysis implies that measurements ofÛ neg A on the (generalized) FTed system yield the Rényi negativity.
As an example, in order to measure the 3 rd Rényi negativity one would have to average over a set of measurements using the standard FT,F =F +++ , with weight (− 1 2 ), and a set of measurements using a generalized FT, F ++− , with weight (+ Extensions and conclusions -We would like to elucidate a couple of direct consequences of our results.
First, there had been recent progress in resolving both entanglement entropy and entanglement negativity into symmetry sectors [72, 75] . Our protocols can be used to directly measure both the charge resolved entanglement S(N ) ∼ Tr{δN A ,Nρ n A } and the imbalance entanglement
n } by replacing either
A . Second, the above calculation of entanglement negativity is just a special case of a general fermionic system with a nontrivial spin structure. It was shown in Ref. [87] that all spin structures in (1+1) dimensional systems can be related to polynomials inρ A ,ρ In conclusion, we have described for the first time experimental protocols for direct detection of various entanglement measures in fermionic systems beyond the bounds of the 2 nd Rényi entropy. We have presented a complete paradigm that enables the evaluation of all Rényi entropies and negativities for both pure and mixed states, which can further be used to obtain their entanglement spectra. Possible applications include: testing the scaling laws of entanglement in many-body quantum states, determining the coherence of quantum simulators, and incorporating entanglement detections in quantum computations. These protocols are based on performing Fourier transforms on the quantum system, which may be realized by applying sequences of beam splitters, and are readily attainable using existing technologies.
thus gets
Upon examining these combined relations we find
[75] for a deeper analysis.
Entanglement Negativity
When exploring the constraints over Eq. (19) in a similar fashion to Eq. (A1) one gets
are the occupations in the n copies of subregion A α=1,2 ; see Eq. (9) . Upon examining these combined relations we find |m We herein explicitly derive Eq. (24) . We wish to evaluate the action of shift operator over a pure monomial of the decomposed reduced density matrix Tr{(ρ
. We thus expand it in the local Majorana basis
where we have used the directional product, kâ k =â 1â2 · · ·â n . Let us look at the tensor product after a FT
Since the total number of Majorana operators in any site is invariant under the transformation, as shown below, one finds that the phase factor remains unchanged, i.e.,
(B4) We are now in a position to look at the action of
see Eq. (18) . It can be expressed in terms of Majorana operatorsâ 
We observe two main properties of this expression: (i) the difference betweenÛ 
Gaussian Transformations
We herein show a useful property of any Gaussian transformation such as the (generalized) FT.
Any Gaussian transformation,Ĝ ∝ e − µνγ µMµνγν , acts on a single Majorana bŷ
One of its properties is that when acting on some monomial of degree q of (distinct) Majorana operators such asΓ {µ}q =γ µ1γµ2 · · ·γ µq , it preserves the degree. Proof by contradiction -Assume that there is some monomialΓ {ν}p =γ ν1γν2 · · ·γ νp of degree p < q that would appear in the transform. This would imply that Tr{Γ {ν}pĜΓ{µ}qĜ † } = 0, however, one has 
